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SHOWCASE

Our review of OOH campaigns with a difference. 
In this issue we cover H2 2019 which includes cycles 14-26.
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DYNAMIC

BORD NA MÓNA 
WEATHERS THE WINTER IN 
DOOH MESSAGING
Bord na Móna was radiating warmer moments with the launch of its 
Dynamic Out of Home campaign at the end of the year.

Using our Liveposter platform, the fuel provider developed a campaign that 
only triggered to play when certain conditions were met in the platform. 
The campaign only displayed when the temperature hit 7 degrees or below.  
The creative element combined four messages promoting the product.

In addition to the temperature element, the campaign evolved to include 
weather dependent and day part copy, again deepening the relevance of 
the campaign’s messaging.

Elaine Negi, Brand and Product Marketing Manager in Bord na Móna adds: 
“We are very excited to collaborate with PML via Carat and leverage the 
latest in DOOH technology.  We know Irish consumers enjoy discussing 
the weather more than most.  They are also significantly influenced by 
weather conditions when it comes to lighting their fire, be it a miserable 
rainy day, or a cold windy day, or a crisp dry day.  The dynamic triggers set 
up by PML enable us to serve our consumers with weather relevant and 
time relevant ads.  It’s a very efficient way to maximise our budget while 
reaching our consumers at the point of purchase.”

Temperature
Media: Carat | Creative: Chemistry
OOH Specialist: PML

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d40SlWcHgMc&feature=youtu.be
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DYNAMIC

DIAGEO INNOVATE ON 
DIGITAL OOH

As Ireland neared its RWC quarter final, Guinness tapped into the nation’s 
belief in the Irish team. Seamlessly fusing its Instagram and Outdoor 
campaigns, digital screens were populated with results from an online poll, 
facilitated by the brand’s Instagram account. 

The polling data was fed into our Liveposter platform to create and 
broadcast a ‘belief – o- meter’. Optimised site selection was driven by 
Locomizer data which heat mapped the bespoke ‘Drinks Out’ affinity group 
using anonymised app data.

Scott Molloy, Account Manager in Source out of home commented; “We’re 
delighted to team up with Guinness, Carat and AMV BBDO to create this 
relevant and innovative display of Dynamic power. Combining its Social 
Media and DOOH allows Guinness to produce a more integrated multi-
channel campaign and enhance the effectiveness and memorability of 
both. “

Data Driven
Media: Carat 
Creative: AMV BBDO 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home
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DYNAMIC

CADBURY KICKS OFF 
DYNAMIC CAMPAIGN 
FOR PREMIER LEAGUE 
SPONSORSHIP
In August, Cadbury kicked off a Dynamic DOOH campaign to highlight its 
position as official snack partner of the League.

Cadbury broadcast a variety of football related ads. Using our Liveposter 
platform, the initial element of the campaign saw the digital displays 
countdown towards Cadbury’s Match and Win entries deadline.

Fixture facts were also ingested into the platform to disseminate interesting 
facts about each Premier League game. This resulted in 20 facts running 
each week. Once the games got underway, live scores were recorded in 
the platform to display the games score alongside the goal scorers to lend 
a real time aspect to the campaign.

Audience affinity for sport, through Locomizer mobile data was analysed in 
planning the campaign. 

Media: Carat | Creative: Design+
OOH Specialist: PMLData Driven Countdown

L-R: Keith Brennan (PML), Maighread Lynch (Mondeléz) and Ryan Reid (Carat)
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Natural gas supplier firmus energy became the first local company to 
employ dynamic weather-triggered messaging in Northern Ireland, 
embracing the full creative capability of digital and dynamic OOH with 
a new campaign that used real-time weather data. The hyper-localised 
campaign delivered multiple creatives throughout the display duration, 
evolving to match current weather conditions and location. 

Robert Lyle, head of media at ASG & Partners said: “Increasing relevance 
for firmus energy was key in this campaign. Speaking to the customer 
while they’re out in all-weather delivers a reinforcing message that firmus 
energy natural gas is available in the area, and it’s the perfect local home 
heating solution for people with busy lives. People are more likely to notice 
messages that talk about their local area.”

Pamela Beatty, marketing manager, at firmus energy, said: “firmus energy 
is constantly pushing the boundaries in the search for clever advertising 
solutions that will help us deliver our natural gas message to audiences in 
new and clever ways. With so many ads competing for people’s attention, 
traditional advertising methods that assume one-size-fits-all audiences 
don’t necessarily draw people in. These weather-triggered sites offer the 
perfect platform for us to bring to life our messaging in a fun and impactful 
way.”

Clare Ferris, account manager at PML Group NI adds:  commented: “We 
were thrilled to work with ASG & Partners, firmus energy and Liveposter 
to deliver this innovative campaign. Dynamic campaigns showcase the 
flexibility of OOH, while the extensive Digital OOH network in Northern 
Ireland allowed firmus energy to reach their customers at various daily 
touch points in roadside and retail environments.”

Media: ASG Partners 
OOH Specialist: PML NILocation

NI ENERGY COMPANY 
USES WEATHER DATA 
TO TRIGGER DOOH 
MESSAGING

Temperature

L-R: Clare Ferris (PML Group), Niamh Webb (ASG & Partners), Pamela Beattie (Firmus Energy) and Caroline Kelly (Firmus Energy)
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SPECIAL BUILD

THE MOST REFRESHING 
BILLBOARD IN THE WORLD
The Danish brewer served up a dispensing billboard in the heart of 
Dublin city for the launch of Carlsberg 0.0.

The vending machine special ran for a limited period of time on launch 
day, Friday 6th December, and was emblazoned with the slogan “The 
Most Refreshing Billboard in the World? Probably.” The 48 Sheet 
special allowed passers- by to enjoy a free can of Carlsberg 0.0, 
dispensed by pushing the blue button on the billboard.

The IOI campaign also saw a dispensing unit added to a Mega Wrap 
on Great Victoria Street in Belfast, which distributed free samples of the 
product. 

Media: Carat | Creative: Design+ | OOH Specialist: Source out of home | Special Supplier: Eclipse 3D

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGvsls5wI2o&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qAMWu2fLbM&feature=youtu.be
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SPECIAL BUILD

FULFIL RAISES THE BAR

Irish protein bar Fulfil ran an Out of Home campaign with an added twist 
back in September. 
 
The snack brand stacked up the brownie points with a customised bill-
board. The 48 Sheet, located in busy Donnybrook village, featured a 3D 
version of the new Fulfil chocolate brownie bar. The chocolate brownie 
flavoured is the 12th bar in the ever-expanding Fulfil range.

Nicola Bailey, brand manager, Fulfil, said the nationwide campaign 
coincided nicely with the launch of the new chocolate brownie flavour. 
Richmond Marketing had worked hard to get high in-store visibility  and 
with the campaign going live they had a chance to bring the new bar to 
life in a different way. The 3D special showcased the campaign and the 
new bar.

Media: Zenith | Creative: The Community London & Design+ | OOH Specialist: PML | Special Supplier: Eclipse 3D

L-R: Dec Kelly (Zenith), Nicola Bailey (Fulfil), Orlaith O’Brien (Richmond Marketing), 
Lisa Temple (JCDecaux), Chris Murphy (PML) and Pat Cassidy (PML Group)
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SPECIAL BUILD

REVEALED! – OOH DELIVERS TRUST 
MESSAGE FOR THE IRISH TIMES
The Irish Times launched two impactful OOH specials created by Owens DDB in partnership 
with PML Group, Eclipse 3D and PHD Ireland. 

The specials respected the 160 year heritage of The Irish Times while reflecting the 
contemporary digital first offering and positioning of the publication in today’s evolving media 
landscape.

The Wexford Street and Macken Street bespoke billboards took four men 15 hours (and one 
clamped car) to install! The tease and reveal creative was controlled remotely using the latest 
lighting and communications technology.

Media: PHD | Creative: Owens DDB | OOH Specialist: Source out of home | Special Supplier: Eclipse 3D

L-R: Pat Cassidy (PML Group), Tania Meighan (The Irish Times), John Gildea (Owens DDB), 
Sinead Manly (PHD) and Keith Farrell (Source out of home)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZ4oCZfLpPQ
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SPECIAL BUILD

SUPERVALU’S SCENTED 
SHELTER
SuperValu’s weekly deals made an appearance on OOH in July to entice 
audiences with their special offers.

The campaign went one step further to disrupt the senses of passers-by 
on Aston Quay by creating a Smelter - a scented Bus Shelter. The shel-
ter dispersed a fruity raspberry scent to coincide with its berries creative 
adding an immersive experience to the campaign.

Proximity targeting was a key planning tool for the campaign, with panels 
selected near store locations and Locomizer affinity groups identified to 
trigger consideration and action.

Media: Starcom | Creative: TBWA\Dublin | OOH Specialist: Source out of home 
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SPECIAL BUILD

KILMEADEN’S CHEESY
ARRIVAL TO PEARSE STREET
Kilmeaden made an extra cheesy arrival to Pearse Street with a custom-built 
billboard in September. 

The Glanbia owned brand created a mouth-watering special in the busy city 
centre location. The billboard consisted of a 2D sandwich and knife as melted 
cheese dripped over the standard frame of the 48 Sheet.

The innovative piece coincided with Kilmeaden’s partnership with toastie café, 
Meltdown. 

‘Kilmeaden is delighted to partner with PML on this special-build 48 Sheet. 
The brand aims to disrupt consumers and drive food appeal, this 3D 48 Sheet 
was the perfect way to do just that’ added Cara Millaney, Brand Manager at 
Glanbia Ireland.

Media: Starcom | Creative: TBWA\Dublin | OOH Specialist: Source out of home 

L-R: Keith Brennan, Pat Cassidy (PML), Mark Hughes (Carat) and Chris Collins (JCDecaux)
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DOMINATION

LOTTERY TAKES MULTI-
SENSORY OOH CAMPAIGN TO 
THE STREETS
The National Lottery undertook several impactful and innovative OOH specials, 
encompassing sound, illumination and dynamic content across multiple formats and 
environments.

The centrepiece of the campaign was a domination of Connolly train station, 
consisting of branding on the glass entrance, ticket barriers and escalators. The 
focal point of the domination was the branded vinyl walls in the station tunnel 
– which surprised commuters as it played the very familiar and catchy ‘I’m a 
millionaire’ lottery tune as they made their way in and out of the busy platform area.

A 48 Sheet special build in Ranelagh comprised a lightbox, which illuminated and 
gave prominence to the Millionaire Raffle text, twinkling Christmas lights added a 
festive feel to the billboard.

A Dynamic Digital OOH campaign for the raffle using PML Group’s Liveposter 
platform also ran. This encompassed a live countdown clock, which ticked down to 
New Year’s Eve when the winning tickets are drawn.

Media: Starcom | Creative: Rothco | OOH Specialist: Source out of home | Special Supplier: Eclipse 3D
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DOMINATION

MEET LIDL’S BIG SAVE 
FAMILIES
Lidl introduced us to the Big Save Families in its July 
advertising wave as the campaign followed five very 
different families on their savings journey.

With the Gernons family the anchor of the Outdoor 
execution, a rolling figure showed how much the family has 
saved so far as they strive towards their saving goal.

Formats of note include; A transit special in Pearse Street 
station featuring the overhead banners. Five Bus Shelter 
wraps dotted arterial routes into the city. Spanning across 4 
cycles, a LUAS Tram wrap and internal domination were live 
until September. 

Media: Mediaworks | Creative: BBDO | OOH Specialist: Source out of home 
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DOMINATION

BANK OF IRELAND 
STRETCHES THE 
COUNTRY

Irish locations were the focus of Bank of Ireland campaign 
to demonstrate its mortgage specialists are available 
anywhere, anytime. 

Creating bespoke artwork for the location in which it was 
seen, an interior Luas domination and columns called out 
Luas stops while Commuter Cards on buses and DARTS 
hosted route numbers and station locations. 

Media: Carat | Creative: Oliver | OOH Specialist: PML
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DOMINATION

Irish Life launched its health led app, MyLife, focused on 
tracking activity and health improvements.

Spanning across the month of July, the OOH campaign 
saw a large portfolio of formats used to promote the app. 
Interior Luas dominations and Bus Shelter wraps provided 
added impact in the capital. 

Planning was optimised by tapping into Locomizer’s health 
and fitness affinity group.

Media: Mediaworks | Creative: JWT Folk | OOH Specialist: Source out of home

GET FIT FOR LIFE 
WITH IRISH LIFE
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ILLUMINATION

FREE NOW PROMOTES REBRAND 
WITH LARGEST EVER OOH 
CAMPAIGN
mytaxi officially rebranded as FREE NOW and to announce the name change, the taxi-hailing 
app unveiled the biggest OOH campaign ever seen in Ireland.

Special builds were installed on preselected Golden Squares in the form of lightboxes that 
illuminate the 3D ‘Hello Dublin’ text at night. A wrapped LUAS Tram side and interior domination 
also added to the sense of occasion in the capital.

In total, the campaign consisted of 37 individual formats, displaying on a vast number of panels 
spread across the country for nationwide exposure. 

Media: PHD | Creative: Rothco Accenture Interactive | OOH Specialist: Source out of home | Special Supplier: Eclipse 3D

L-R: Chris Collins (JCDecaux), Fiona McDonnell (Source out of home), Fiona Howard (PHD), Laura Comber (PHD), 
Roisin O’Brien (FREE NOW), Katherine Sheils, Jack Robertson, Conor Kenny (Rothco Accenture Interactive)
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EXPERIENTIAL

COMMUTERS CHECK INTO HOTEL 
CHOCOLAT WITH EXPERIENTIAL 
OOH CAMPAIGN
Luxury confectionery brand Hotel Chocolat surprised commuters in Connolly Station with an 
experiential OOH activation in the busy transport hub.

Gift experts were on hand to dish out Hotel Chocolat samples while “guests” were also 
encouraged to engage with the activation with a host of prizes up for grabs.  The branded display 
was set up to look like a hotel reception with keys hung on the back wall of display. Commuters 
were invited to select a key from a choice of 50. Some of the keys had prizes connected to them.

Over the course of the day, 500 prizes were won ranging from hot drinks to the new in-home 
chocolate drinking machine, the Velvetiser.

Jo Haggarty, Marketing Executive of Hotel Chocolat added ‘When PML was initially approached 
about our sampling campaign we were clear about our objectives for the day. We wanted to 
increase brand awareness, drive footfall into the brand’s two locations as well as making it a fun 
experience for the commuters. PML came up with a brilliant concept of a hotel desk and picking 
a key “checking in to win”. Commuters were queuing up to play the game and we gave away 
nearly 10,000 chocolates. We’re already seeing customers redeem their vouchers in our two 
locations.”

OOH Specialist: Source out of home | Special Supplier: The Specialist Works

L-R: Louise Tallon (Hotel Chocolat), Pat Cassidy, Laura Duignam (PML), Jo Haggarty (Hotel Chocolat), 
Tara Wilkinson, Amy Casey and Andrew O’Connell (The Specialist Works)
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EXPERIENTIAL

COMMUTERS UNITE AGAINST 
RACISM BY DONATING SELFIES
PML Group was delighted to be involved in TFI’s anti-racism campaign on public transport that 
featured commuters from across Ireland who are standing in solidarity against all forms of racism. 

The centrepiece of the campaign involved commuters at Heuston Station being invited to show 
their solidarity and take a stand against racism by donating a selfie to feature in the campaign 
and sharing on social media.

Hundreds of selfies donated by passengers were amalgamated to create a large montage 
representing diversity on the Transport for Ireland (TFI) public transport network. 

Brian Killoran, CEO, Immigrant Council of Ireland, said: “The best thing about this year’s 
campaign is the involvement of so many commuters, uniting to take a public stand against 
racism by donating their selfies. Racism left unchallenged damages society for everyone, not just 
victims, and the only way to overcome it is by joining forces to say we will not tolerate it. This joint 
campaign with Transport for Ireland, transport operators and Dublin City Council, now in its 7th 
year, is a great example of people coming together to say there is no room for racism – on public 
transport or within society at large.”

Denise Vereker, Marketing Executive at National Transport Authority, continued: “The activation 
in Heuston Station for our anti-racism campaign involved asking people to donate their selfies 
to stand in solidarity with our campaign to say we do not tolerate racism on public transport or 
anywhere else. It’s been a great success, we have our finished mosaic and we have loads of 
positive engagement from people, we’re real delighted with how many people decided to take 
part and donate their selfie to engage with our campaign.”

Media: Spark Foundry | Creative: Charis Tsevis & Focus Advertising | OOH Specialist: Source out of home 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiJUXdDfSDY
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PML Group ROI
First Floor, Harmony Court,
Harmony Row, Dublin 2,
D02 VY52

Tel: 01 668 2900
Email: info@pmlgroup.ie

CONTACT
US

Location
Based

Marketing

https://twitter.com/pmlgroup
https://www.facebook.com/pmlgroup/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PMLdigital
https://pmlgroup.ie
https://ie.linkedin.com/company/pml-group

